Itinerary Eurostar Gare du Midi – FEFCO Offices
Avenue Louise 250
1050 Brussels
T. +32 2 646 40 70
Metro 6: Midi station to Louise station (6 min)
Take the metro number 6 destination “SIMONIS”.
You will pass by the stations: Porte de Halle/Hallepoort, then Hôtel des
Monnaies/Munthof.
Please get off the metro at the next station called Louise/Louiza.
Leave the metro station to go on the surface to catch the tram 94 destination “HERMANN-DEBROUX”.
Tram 94: Louise stop to Vleurgat stop (9 min)
You will pass by the stops: Stéphanie/Stefania, then Defacqz, then
Bailli/Baljuw.
Please get off the tram at the next stop called Vleurgat.
You are on Avenue Louise but on the wrong side of the street.
Cross the street and you will be facing a restaurant called “La truffe
noire”. FEFCO is at number 250 on your left side down the street.
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Itinerary FEFCO Offices – Eurostar Gare du Midi
Gare du Midi-Zuidstation
Rue de France 2
1060 Saint-Gilles
You leave the FEFCO building going on your left side to the restaurant
called “La truffe noire”.
Cross the street and you will be facing a press/newspaper shop.
The tram halt is in front of the shop.
Tram 94: Vleurgat stop to Louise stop (9 min)
Take the tram 94 destination STADE.
You will pass by the stops: Bailli/Baljuw, then Defacqz, then Stéphanie/Stefania.
Please get off the tram at the next stop called Louise.
Go down to the metro station to catch the metro 6 destination “ROI BAUDOUIN”.
Metro 6: Louise station to Midi station (6 min)
You will pass by the stations: Hôtel des Monnaies/Munthof, then Porte de
Halle/Hallepoort.
Please get off the metro at the next station called Midi.
Follow the signs leading to the Eurostar station.
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